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Summary

Background

Low uptake of male circumcision has been a major challenge to scaling-up voluntary medical male circumcision (VMMC) services and maximising its HIV prevention impact in eastern and southern Africa. There is limited evidence on effective demand creation strategies for VMMC that address reported barriers to male circumcision. Building on insights from behavioural economics, we assessed whether providing compensation for opportunity costs of time or lottery-based rewards can increase VMMC uptake among men in Nyanza Province, Kenya.

Methods

Uncircumcised men aged 21–39 years were provided information on VMMC services and randomised in 1:1:1 ratio to two intervention groups or a control group. One intervention group was offered compensation of US$12.50 conditional on VMMC uptake. The amount of compensation was equivalent to clinic transport costs and lost wages during and after the circumcision procedure, and compensation was provided in the form of food vouchers valid at shops in the study region. A second intervention group was offered the opportunity to participate in a lottery with high-value prizes upon undergoing circumcision. The primary outcome was VMMC uptake within three months.

Results

Among 909 participants, those randomised to receive compensation of US$12.50 had the highest VMMC uptake (8.4%, 26/308), followed by those receiving lottery-based rewards (3.3%, 10/302) and those in the control group (1.3%, 4/299). Logistic regression analysis showed that compared to the control group, the US$12.50 group had significantly higher VMMC uptake (Adjusted odds ratio [AOR] 7.1; 95% CI 2.4-20.8). Participants in the lottery-based rewards group were not significantly more likely to become circumcised than participants in the control group (AOR 2.5; 95% CI 0.8-8.1). The effect of providing compensation of US$12.50 was largest among participants who were contemplating circumcision at the time of enrolment.

Conclusions

Providing conditional economic compensation was effective in increasing circumcision uptake among men over a short time period. The results are consistent with studies showing that small incentives can modify health behaviours by addressing barriers such as opportunity costs of time and present-biased decision-making. Unlike the provision of fixed compensation, lottery-based rewards did not significantly increase circumcision uptake. Testing economic interventions in other settings and applying them to other HIV behaviours can be useful for assessing the generalisability of the findings.
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## Abbreviations and acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3ie</td>
<td>International Initiative for Impact Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOR</td>
<td>adjusted odds ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCT</td>
<td>conditional cash transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>confidence interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQR</td>
<td>interquartile range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRDO</td>
<td>Impact Research and Development Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KES</td>
<td>Kenya shillings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>research assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STI</td>
<td>sexually transmitted infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMMC</td>
<td>voluntary male medical circumcision</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Introduction

Kenya has had remarkable success in scaling up voluntary medical male circumcision (VMMC) services since the procedure was shown to be highly effective in reducing the risk of acquiring HIV (Bailey et al. 2007; Gray et al. 2007; Auvert et al. 2005). Nearly 430,000 men underwent circumcision between October 2008 and March 2012, and two-thirds (66 per cent) of the VMMC target for Nyanza Province has been met (Mwandi et al. 2011). However, a number of challenges remain as the country seeks to achieve its target of 94 per cent circumcision prevalence by 2013 (Mwandi et al. 2011; Galbraith et al. 2014). In particular, uptake among older men has been limited (Herman-Roloff et al. 2011a; Mwandi et al. 2011) and there remains a need to promote VMMC uptake among men engaged in the highest risk sexual behaviours. Given the higher HIV prevalence for men above 20 years of age (Kimanga et al. 2014) and those with riskier sexual behaviours, increasing circumcision prevalence in these groups is likely to have a more immediate impact on population-level HIV incidence. More generally, finding ways to increase uptake of VMMC services among men is a challenge faced by many countries in eastern and southern Africa, where progress in scaling-up VMMC has been more limited than in Kenya (Hankins et al. 2011; Sgaier et al. 2014).

While male circumcision has been found to be acceptable to men and women in non-circumcising communities in Sub-Saharan Africa (Westercamp & Bailey 2007), a number of barriers to VMMC uptake have also been documented. A commonly reported barrier has been concern about lost wages on the day of the circumcision procedure and days after the procedure when the early stages of wound healing may limit the ability to perform certain types of work – particularly in the informal sector (Herman-Roloff et al. 2011b; Westercamp & Bailey 2007). Other barriers include costs of transportation to clinics, fear of pain or adverse surgical events, concerns about a long period of sexual abstinence following the circumcision procedure (recommended by the World Health Organization to be 42 days (World Health Organization & Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS 2007; Mugavero et al. 2009), concerns about sexual potency and female partner’s resistance (Westercamp & Bailey 2007; Herman-Roloff et al. 2011a, 2011b; Ghaemi et al. 2010). Given the scale-up challenges experienced so far, there is a vital need for novel demand creation strategies that can effectively encourage men to seek VMMC services. Yet to date there have only been a few rigorous evaluations of demand creation interventions (Thirumurthy et al. 2014; Chinkhumba et al. 2014) and recent reviews have identified this as a priority for implementation science research (Gray et al. 2013; Hankins et al. 2011; Sgaier et al. 2014).

This study used a randomised trial design to test the effect of two distinct economic interventions to increase demand for male circumcision in Nyanza Province, Kenya. The primary outcome of interest was VMMC uptake within three months.
2. Intervention, theory of change and research hypotheses

We tested two distinct economic interventions that each have a compelling rationale based on prior economics, psychology and public health studies. Here we briefly describe the two interventions and the rationale for each one.

2.1 Intervention 1: fixed amount of compensation

Participants randomly assigned to intervention 1 were offered a food voucher worth Kenya shillings (KES) 1,000 (about US$12.50) if they underwent circumcision at one of the designated VMMC clinics located in the study area and staffed by Impact Research and Development Organization (IRDO) – the implementing organisation that offers VMMC services in the study region. We refer to this as a fixed amount of compensation because the amount of compensation that participants received if getting circumcised was fixed in advance – at the time that they were randomised to the intervention groups or the control group. Participants who came to one of the IRDO’s VMMC clinics within three months were given their food voucher at the clinic after undergoing the circumcision. Research assistants (RAs) stationed at the IRDO clinics recorded the study identification numbers of participants who come to clinic to seek circumcision and distributed the food vouchers. The food vouchers were usable at a network of shops in the study area and retained their value for up to one month from the time that men received the voucher.

2.1.1 Rationale for compensation provision

Two important barriers to uptake of VMMC that emerged from qualitative work in Nyanza Province, Kenya, are time and transport costs of accessing VMMC services and the hesitation to take time off work on the day of the procedure and during the immediate post-procedure healing period (Herman-Roloff et al. 2011b). Men indicated that they are concerned about providing for their families, in particular making sure they can feed their families while they are unable to work during the healing period, which can last for one to three days after the procedure.

Compensating men for out-of-pocket expenses and other financial costs associated with undergoing VMMC may help eliminate some of the barriers to uptake of VMMC. Simple economic intuition suggests that providing compensation to those who come for male circumcision will lower the ‘price’ of the procedure and thereby result in increased demand. The amounts were also chosen so that they only compensated men for out-of-pocket and opportunity costs associated with getting circumcised – as such the compensation amounts make the circumcision procedure have zero financial cost but do not provide an excessive economic gain from getting circumcised.

We selected a food voucher amount of KES 1,000 because it was comparable to the combined costs (in the study area) of transportation to the clinic and foregone income over days of work lost. As for the mode of compensation, we chose to provide compensation in the form of food vouchers because feeding one’s family was cited as a primary concern among older men. Food vouchers would more directly address this barrier to uptake. We also felt that by providing food vouchers instead of cash, the intervention could be more clearly justified as one that sought to directly address the
stated economic barrier. Acceptability in study communities of compensating with food vouchers was felt to be higher than acceptability of compensating with cash. Nonetheless, we did not seek to test the effects of providing cash instead of food vouchers, so the relative merits of one mode of compensation over the other may need more careful examination.

Providing compensation to address economic barriers to male circumcision builds on the success of other programs that have used monetary or non-monetary compensation to achieve behaviour change in other domains. In the past 20 years, these programmes – sometimes referred to as conditional cash transfer (CCT) programmes when the compensation is in the form of cash – have been widely used to improve various health behaviours (Fernald et al. 2009; Lagarde et al. 2009; Lagarde et al. 2007; Schultz 2004; Baird et al. 2012).

2.2 Intervention 2: lottery-based rewards

Participants who received intervention 2 were given an opportunity to participate in a lottery if they underwent male circumcision at one of the VMMC clinics in the study area. The lottery offered a chance to win one of several high-value prizes. This lottery was designed to be actuarially equivalent to the fixed compensation amount of KES 1,000. Participants were told that 1 in 20 (5 per cent) would win a bicycle or a smartphone (value KES 9,500 or US$118) and an additional 2 in 20 (10 per cent) would win a standard mobile phone or pair of shoes (value KES 3,600 or US$45). The remaining 17 in 20 (or 85 per cent) were awarded a consolation prize of a food voucher worth KES 200 or US$2.50. We selected the prizes because they were popular with men across all socio-demographic groups and as such are likely to generate interest in the study population.

When participants were randomly assigned to intervention 2, they were told that they could participate in the lottery (and win a prize) only after being circumcised. RAs stationed at the IRDO clinics recorded the study identification numbers of participants who came to clinic to seek circumcision and then provided them a scratch card that instantly revealed the prize. Lottery prizes were then distributed to participants by study staff.

2.2.1 Rationale for lottery-based rewards

The rationale for using lottery-based rewards to promote VMMC uptake is based on a growing body of psychology and behavioural economic research and on several studies conducted to promote desirable health behaviours in other settings.

The first rationale for lottery-based rewards rests on the theory of present-biased preferences, whereby individuals' behaviours are driven by immediate costs and benefits as opposed to future costs and benefits (Loewenstein et al. 2007; O'Donoghue & Rabin 1999). In the case of male circumcision, many of the benefits lie in the future (with the biggest benefit being that the risk of acquiring HIV in the future is reduced substantially). The costs, however, are largely in the present – they include the above-mentioned transportation and opportunity costs as well as other costs such as the fear of pain and the requirement to abstain from sex during the six weeks following the procedure (Hewett et al. 2012). Lottery-based rewards could be an effective strategy for increasing men's
desire to undergo circumcision since they offer the prospect of an immediate benefit from a behaviour otherwise associated with numerous costs that are in the present.

Lottery-based rewards also have several features that make them more desirable than small, fixed incentives – the tendency of individuals to overestimate low probabilities and overemphasise large rewards. As seminal research of Kahneman and Tversky (1979) has shown, people tend to overestimate probabilities near zero. This implies that lotteries with low probabilities of winning large prizes may be more effective than small, fixed incentives or actuarially equivalent lotteries with higher probabilities of winning smaller prizes. Low-probability high-payout lotteries would also be more effective than higher-probability, lower-payout lotteries because of tendencies to pay more attention to the magnitude of rewards. A large body of lab-based experimental research on Prospect Theory has confirmed these decision behaviours, particularly by examining willingness to pay for lotteries with different odds of winning large prizes. In addition, it has been shown that anticipated emotions often play a major role in individuals' choices when risk or uncertainty is involved (Loewenstein et al. 2001). This rationale also makes lotteries a potentially effective intervention for VMMC demand creation, as the anticipated emotion of winning a prize can be influential.

Compared to fixed incentives, lottery-based rewards to uptake VMMC may also be more likely to draw men who engage in higher risk sexual behaviours. Another rationale for lottery-based rewards, particularly in the context of male circumcision uptake, comes from the expected utility theory that is commonly used in economics: lotteries tend to be favoured by individuals who are less risk averse (Starmer 2008). In expected utility theory, individuals' risk preferences are an important predictor of interest in gambling and lotteries. While the lottery-based incentive that we offer does not technically constitute a form of gambling, it has some common features – such as incurring a cost (coming for circumcision) in order to potentially win a valuable prize – and as a result, men who will find the lottery-based incentive appealing may have 'risk-loving' preferences (i.e. they are not very risk-averse). Risk preferences are known to influence a variety of economic behaviours, such as investment and portfolio choice. In the field of health economics, attitudes toward risk are likely to affect purchase of health insurance, use of preventive medical care, and propensity to engage in behaviours affecting mortality risk, such as tobacco or seat belt use (Anderson & Mellor 2008; Lahiri & Song 2000; Barsky et al. 1997). Therefore, an especially appealing feature of using lottery-based rewards to promote VMMC uptake is the prospect that this intervention may motivate men engaged in higher risk sexual behaviours (such as those with multiple sexual partners or do not use condoms frequently) to come for circumcision.

Finally, lotteries have been shown to be effective as incentives in several domains of health behaviour, including medication adherence (Volpp et al. 2008b), weight-loss (Volpp et al. 2008a) and cholesterol reduction (Francisco et al. 1994). However, many studies of lottery use for promoting desirable health behaviours have been conducted in the United States and not in developing countries. Although their potential for promoting behaviour change has been recognised, whether they can influence important health behaviours such as VMMC uptake has not been studied.
3. Larger context and sample context

3.1 Study setting

The study took place within Greater Nyando District in the Nyanza region of western Kenya. IRDO is currently the primary provider of VMMC services in the region, which consists of 5 divisions, 28 locations and 76 sub-locations and has a population of 170,270 adult men. Since 2008, IRDO has circumcised 30,908 male residents of this specific region. Adult HIV prevalence in the region is 15.1 per cent. We chose Greater Nyando District because circumcision prevalence among adult men is still considerably below the target of 80 per cent and also because the district has occupational diversity, including fishing, plantation work, casual labour and a large informal sector. The district therefore provided a setting for evaluating the appropriateness of the intervention across occupations representative of the populations targeted by VMMC programmes.

3.2 Study population

Out of 30 sub-locations in the study area that were not adjacent to or part of those where our previous demand creation study took place (Thirumurthy et al. 2014), we randomly selected seven sub-locations for enrolment of study participants. Trained RAs enumerated the study sub-locations and immediately enrolled eligible males between 28 April 2014 and 10 September 2014. RAs recruited men who met the following eligibility criteria: self-reported age 21–39 years, self-reported to be uncircumcised and no intention to leave the study area in the next four months. Every household in the village was visited by an RA. In households with multiple eligible men, only one eligible man was selected (with each one having an equal chance of being selected).

As the implementing partner providing VMMC services in the District, IRDO’s records show that of the 60,835 adult men aged 15-49 years in the District, 30,908 (51.2 per cent) have been circumcised. However, only 26.7 per cent of these circumcised men are between 21-49 years even though men in this age bracket constitute 64.7 per cent of the adult male population. Thus, the majority of those who are coming for VMMC services are aged 20 years or younger even though the risk of acquiring HIV in Kenyan men is highest among men older than 20 years (Kenya National Bureau of Statistics 2010).

4. Linking programme implementation and impact evaluation timelines

The timelines for the implementation of the interventions as well as the impact evaluation are shown in the two tables below.
Figure 1: Programme implementation timeline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grant agreement executed</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection of sublocations</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community preparation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment/orientation of shops</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement of equipment/supplies</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffing preparation</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening &amp; enrollment</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recording VMMC uptake</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributing prizes &amp; vouchers</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Impact evaluation timeline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grant agreement executed</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRB submission, review &amp; approval</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training of RAs</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household visits:</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consent process</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline questionnaire</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomization</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record uptake at VMMC clinics</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-depth interviews (qualitative component)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative data analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative data analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final report</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissemination</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Process evaluation (implementation assessment)

Key programmatic activities and output indicators are shown below.

Figure 3: Study logic model
At enrolment, men were given referral cards to present at IRDO’s VMMC clinics; these referral cards indicated whether they had been randomly selected to receive a fixed or lottery-based incentive if they underwent circumcision. SMS reminders containing information about study clinics and the compensation or lottery intervention were sent at one and two months, post enrolment, to men in all three study groups.

5.1 Recording VMMC uptake at IRDO clinics

Trained RAs were based at the study VMMC clinics and collected the referral cards, confirmed participant identity and confirmed with clinic staff that the men underwent circumcision. VMMC uptake was our primary outcome of interest.

VMMC uptake was monitored at study clinics until 10 December 2014. All participants were asked to present their scratch cards to a study RA at IRDO clinics if they decided to uptake VMMC within three months of enrolment. Participants in the two intervention groups were offered either the food voucher or the scratch card for the lottery by study RAs immediately after the circumcision procedure, which the RAs verified by consulting with surgeons at the clinic. RAs also verified the participants’ identity with national identification cards or another form of identification. VMMC uptake was also verified at the end of the study by comparing names of participants with names appearing on official VMMC registers maintained by IRDO. No discrepancies in VMMC uptake were found in this comparison.

5.2 Distribution of prizes and food vouchers

After circumcision, the RAs at the VMMC clinics issued prizes to participants in the lottery-based rewards group whose scratch cards revealed that they had won something and food vouchers to men in the fixed compensation and control groups if they underwent circumcision.

5.3 Participant recruitment and flow

A total of 4,663 households were enumerated, 911 of which were eligible for enrolment and randomised to the three study groups (figure 4). Among the 3,752 households that were not eligible, reasons for exclusion varied; 1,182 had no resident adult male, 1,050 had a resident adult male – but he reported already being circumcised and 894 resident adult males did not meet self-reported age criteria. Other reasons for non-enrolment included difficulty locating men at home (n=250), planning on moving within the study period (n=196), and being busy or declining to participate (n=9).

We encountered some challenges during the implementation of the intervention. We found that in the study communities there were a non-trivial number of households that do not have any men of eligible age (21–39 years) living in the household. The data that we collected indicates that for many households, men in this age range are working for extended periods of time in other locations outside of the study area, such as Nairobi, and only return to Kisumu infrequently. Because of this, enrolment of participants was slower than we had anticipated and RAs visited a large number of households in order to enrol the desired number of participants.
A second challenge that we faced was the reduction in the number of VMMC service providers operating in the study area. Due to unexpected VMMC funding restrictions, IRDO was forced to reduce the number of clinics operating in the study area to four. In spite of this funding restriction, IRDO maintained VMMC provider teams on the ground in locations throughout the study area, but the result is that some study participants may have had to travel farther to a VMMC provider.

6. Methodology: evaluation design and implementation

To identify the impact of each of the two interventions, study participants were randomised to one of three study groups. The two intervention groups were those that offered men a fixed incentive or a lottery-based incentive to go for VMMC (described above). To measure VMMC uptake under the counterfactual scenario of no intervention, a third control group received a very small, fixed amount of compensation for VMMC uptake of KES 50 (US$0.60). Random assignment to the study groups provided an opportunity to learn the causal effect of each intervention and also to compare the two interventions to each other.

The randomised design limits the possibility that confounding factors would bias the estimated effects of the interventions, since assignment to intervention 1 or 2 or the control group was uncorrelated with characteristics of individuals, households or villages. Moreover, we used block randomisation to ensure that characteristics of study participants would be similar across all three study groups.

Following written informed consent, eligible participants were administered a brief baseline questionnaire, provided with general information about the risks and benefits of VMMC, and then randomised in a 1:1:1 ratio to three study groups. Randomisation was performed using ‘referral’ scratch cards that participants were allowed to hand select. The arm to which each participant was assigned was recorded by the RAs and linked to the participant’s study ID number. The unique referral card number for the participant was also recorded. Participants were told to bring their referral cards to VMMC clinics within three months if they chose to get circumcised and wished to receive the incentive corresponding to their study arm.

Selection bias was minimized since study participation was not based entirely on self-selection. We sought to enrol all uncircumcised men of eligible ages living in the study communities. The district we selected is representative of other districts in Nyanza Province because it has comparable circumcision prevalence and has occupational diversity. To ensure minimal bias in the sample, we monitored whether those who refused to participate shared certain characteristics, such as village of residence or occupation.

One reason that we offered the control group a small, fixed amount of compensation (KES 50) to go for VMMC is that this would greatly enhance the feasibility of implementing individual-level randomisation in the community, and it increased the likelihood of correctly measuring VMMC uptake. If men in the control group are not provided any incentive at all, it becomes more difficult to record whether some of them subsequently come for VMMC at the IRDO clinics that are open to all men. Providing them a small incentive motivated men who came for VMMC to present the referral cards they received at the time of enrolment.
Having a control group that received a small amount is helpful also because it makes it more feasible to randomise at the individual level, since every participant received something. At the same time, the amount of the voucher offered to the control group was not so large that it would substantively influence men’s decisions to seek VMMC. The amount of KES 50 is even smaller than the amount of compensation that is sometimes provided to participants in research studies; as such it does not represent a significant enough amount to alter VMMC uptake.

One concern in an RCT with a control group receiving no incentive or a very small incentive is that participants assigned to it may be even less willing to undergo VMMC than they might otherwise have been, due to disappointment about not being selected to receive an incentive. Since the uncircumcised men in the control group (and the intervention groups) had a chance to go for VMMC during the past four years and had not done so, we think it is implausible that their willingness to go would decline as a result of being randomised to the control group. We also took steps to limit the extent to which such a response happened, such as training the RAs to clearly describe how the randomisation will take place when administering informed consent with study participants. We also made it clear to participants that the study provided compensation or rewards for only a short period and that the control group will receive the standard of care as well as a small fixed amount of compensation.

The purpose of the baseline questionnaire was to obtain basic demographic and socio-economic information, sexual behavioural history, knowledge and beliefs about male circumcision, and self-reported risk preferences using questions about choices the respondent would make when offered hypothetical lotteries. The RAs administered the questionnaires using tablet computers that contain forms developed using Open Data Kit, an open-access data collection platform that we are using in other studies. It was not possible to blind the RAs to the respondents’ group, however because randomisation occurred after baseline data collection, we do not believe that biased the interviews in any way.

Power calculations were performed using the `sampsi` command in Stata version 12.1. Power calculations indicated that with a sample size of 300 per study group and 2 per cent VMMC uptake in the control group, there would be 90 per cent power to detect a difference in uptake as small as 7 percentage points and 80 per cent power to detect a difference in uptake as small as 6 percentage points. Based on results from the previous study we conducted in the study area, 2 per cent uptake within a short period of time in the control group was considered to be realistic.

6.1 Qualitative interviews

We conducted qualitative in-depth interviews with 19 study participants randomised to lottery-based rewards, eight of whom had been circumcised during the study follow-up period and 11 who had not been circumcised. The main objective of the in-depth interviews was to gain information on the participants’ perceptions of the lottery-based incentive and the reasons why they did or did not uptake VMMC. We also sought to assess whether the interventions were perceived to be coercive in any way.
Interviews were audio-recorded in participants' preferred language (Dholuo or English). The interviewing RAs translated and transcribed the interviews. NVivo software was used to code and analyse the transcripts. Transcripts were read in their entirety before coding began. The interview guide was used to code each of the transcripts and in vivo codes were also identified during the coding.

7. Impact analysis and results of the key evaluation questions

The primary, pre-specified outcome was VMMC uptake within three months of enrolment. The outcome was coded as a binary variable equal to 1 if the participant underwent circumcision at study clinics within three months of enrolment and 0 if the participant did not. The primary analysis compared VMMC uptake in each intervention group to the control group using logistic regression. We performed a Wald test to compare the coefficients for the fixed compensation and lottery-based rewards groups. We also estimated logistic regression models that adjusted for participants' age, educational attainment, marital status, and wealth. Age was defined as a categorical variable with 5-year age categories (with age of 21–24 years as the reference category); education was defined as a categorical variable indicating different levels of school completion (with less than primary school attainment as the reference category). Marital status was defined as a binary variable to indicate whether the participant was married. Participants' wealth was measured by an asset index defined as the sum of affirmative responses to ownership of 11 household items. No participants were missing information on these covariates and therefore all were included in the analysis.

Figure 4 describes the participant recruitment and randomisation. A total of 4,663 households were enumerated and 3,752 of them were excluded for various reasons: no resident adult male (1,182); resident adult male reported already being circumcised (1,050), did not meet self-reported age criteria (894), or planned to move within four months (196); resident adult male not at home (250) or refused to participate (9). Enrolment and randomisation occurred in 911 households.

7.1 Baseline data

Study participants generally had similar characteristics at baseline across the three study groups (appendix table A-1). Mean age of participants was 29 years (standard deviation 5.9 years). Nearly all participants were from the Luo ethnic group, the largest in the region and one that is traditionally non-circumcising. The majority of participants had completed at least primary education (75 per cent) and participants reported being economically active; median daily earnings was US$3.80 (interquartile range [IQR], US$2.50-$6.30). Sixty per cent of all participants were married.

Participants' self-reported sexual behaviour and male circumcision attitudes were similar in all study groups (appendix table A-2). Overall, 90 per cent of participants reported having a primary sex partner and 24 per cent reported having a sex partner other than their primary partner in the past year. Only 34 per cent of participants reported using a condom the most recent time they had sex. While only 11 per cent of participants reported that they were HIV-positive, the majority of HIV-negative participants felt that they were at high or moderate risk of being infected with HIV (77 per cent). Most participants had knowledge of the benefits of circumcision at baseline (more than 85 per
cent) and reported being likely to become circumcised sometime in the future if a food voucher was given for compensation. Participants reported that the minimum amount needed for a food voucher to make most men get circumcised was US$25 (IQR 15–38). The majority of participants (58 per cent) reported the possibility of being unable to work temporarily as their greatest concern about getting circumcised; 25 per cent reported fear of pain and 17 per cent reported other factors.

7.2 Effect of demand creation interventions on VMMC uptake

Appendix table A-3 shows that VMMC uptake within three months was higher among participants in the lottery-based rewards group (10/302, 3.3%) or fixed compensation group (26/308, 8.4%) than among participants in the control group (4/299, 1.3%). An average of 37 days elapsed between enrolment in the study and VMMC uptake (standard deviation 38 days).

Logistic regression analysis of VMMC uptake (appendix table A-3) indicated that compared to participants in the control group, those in the fixed compensation group were significantly more likely to get circumcised within three months (OR 6.8; 95% CI 2.3-19.7). Those enrolled in the lottery-based rewards group, however, were not significantly more likely to uptake VMMC (OR 2.5; 95% CI 0.8-8.1). The effect sizes for the fixed and lottery-based rewards groups differed significantly (P=0.009). Results from the adjusted logistic regression analysis were similar, with significant increases in the likelihood of VMMC uptake among those in the fixed compensation group, but no significant effect for the lottery-based rewards group (AOR 7.1; 95% CI 2.4-20.8 and AOR 2.5; 95% CI 0.8-8.1, respectively). No adverse events were reported in any of the study groups.

7.3 Qualitative results

The aim of the qualitative analysis was to provide context for why participants in the lottery-based rewards group did and did not become circumcised and to understand how they perceived the lottery intervention. Participants who became circumcised reported mixed expectations of winning a lottery prize, a few feeling that their chances were high and the majority feeling that their chances were low or entirely due to luck and therefore outside of their control.

Me … I just thought of … just had high chances of winning because you know that when I went there, because first of all as I was selecting those cards, I found that ombulu [lottery] … So I thought that when I went there, I was just going to select that KES 9,600, that phone … but I was disappointed. (Circumcised man, winner of KES 200)

My chance was low … It was purely luck (Circumcised man, winner of KES 200)

Of the circumcised participants who were interviewed, one man won a high value prize (bicycle) and 5 interviewees won the consolation prize of 200 shillings (US$2). Almost all of the circumcised participants had considered becoming circumcised previously and reported that health was a major factor in their decision to become circumcised, specifically reducing their risk of HIV and other sexually transmitted infections (STIs).
The main reason why I decided to get circumcised was hygiene, and secondly for protection against STIs that I could easily get when I was not circumcised … The prizes to be won … well I thanked them for that, but it did not change my mind because I believe circumcision is a good thing whether there is a prize on offer or not, due to what I had learned about circumcision. (Circumcised man, winner of a bicycle)

Some men felt that the possibility of winning a prize made it easier for them to go for circumcision, but the participants who felt their chances of winning were low did not report the prize motivated them further.

Participants who did not become circumcised reported several reasons for not going for VMMC. The primary reasons were not finding time to go during the study period, fear of missing work or losing work, and related concern about providing for their families during the post-circumcision healing period. Many men stated that the chance of winning a lottery prize was not sufficient to meet their economic needs if they were unable to work immediately after being circumcised.

Yah, I have the desire to get circumcised but the work I do does not allow me to take time off and go for it during that time … Let’s say that I went for it … Sometimes you might take time out not engaging in hard duties of which I do know that wound heals after three weeks. You will stay for almost a week without doing hard jobs. Now for this one week and you are required by several different persons for work you see you will lose customers. (Uncircumcised man)

Why I did not go? I did not, because I felt due to the options that were there, I could go and fail to get a bicycle but just only get 200 shillings instead, so if I get 200 shillings upon and I am also not understanding clear side effects of the procedure this would fail me and yet I have school going children and I have those who I provide food for. (Uncircumcised man)

I felt that if I go and get this money, it is little such that it is not going to help me. On the other hand, I could go and miss because it was a matter of luck given that it was being scratched. If you went and got something that cannot help you but you have already gone and at the same time undergoing pain … (Uncircumcised man)

A few participants expressed disappointment that they had not been randomised to the fixed incentive arm.

After scratching, I found the lottery arm. Now with that lottery I was told I will still get to the raffle after circumcision. So it became much more harder to me. I thought I would get that one thousand. (Uncircumcised man)

The majority of the participants had low expectations of winning a high value prize or perceived that winning the lottery was entirely due to luck/chance, and therefore perceived that the chance of receiving the consolation prize was too high compared to their need to provide for their families.

I felt I had some chance [of winning a high-value prize] but my main concern was the fact that you were to be circumcised first, is when you go for the raffle. Now I
asked myself, in case I go through the raffle and we know with the raffle, it is a matter of chance, now in case I choose on the two hundred shilling voucher, you see I would be in problem … Two hundred shillings surely is too little … Even the one thousand was still less only that it can at least assist. (Uncircumcised man)

Only one participant reported a distrust of the lottery system and was concerned that the clinic staff would not give the high value prizes.

Participants in both groups reported that the lottery prizes, especially the bicycle and the phone, offered in the study were of value to them and many men in the study region, however a cash prize or food item would be preferred. Participants in both the circumcised and uncircumcised groups accurately perceived the intervention, and it appears that the intervention was delivered as intended. Analysis of the qualitative data sheds further light on how men in the lottery arm perceived the intervention and evaluated it against their own real needs.

7.4 Cost-effectiveness

Using the evidence generated in this study on the effectiveness of providing fixed compensation and lottery-based rewards, as well as administrative data we kept on the costs of implementing the intervention, we were able to determine the incremental cost-effectiveness of the demand creation interventions assessed in this study. The cost-effectiveness results, presented in appendix G, show that the fixed compensation intervention in particular was highly cost-effective. In a population of 1,000 uncircumcised men, based on the study results there would be 71 additional circumcisions performed as a result of providing US$12.50 in compensation to clients at a total cost of US$1,599, indicating an incremental cost-effectiveness of US$22.50 per person circumcised. The lottery-based rewards intervention, on the other hand, is less cost-effective, at $47.95 per additional person circumcised. Given the data on the sizable HIV prevention benefits of male circumcision, this suggests demand creation interventions such as the ones implemented in this study warrant strong consideration by programmes and countries seeking to scale-up VMMC. If implemented at scale and over a longer duration of time, it is plausible that compensation interventions would be even more cost-effective, as some of the fixed costs of developing and initiating the intervention could be distributed over a greater number of circumcision clients. The cost-effectiveness will also be enhanced if adjustments are made for the fact that effective demand creation interventions can lead to efficiency gains at clinics, since staff are less likely to be under-utilized.

8. Discussion of results

Among uncircumcised 21- to 39-year-old men in the study region, offering compensation for lost wages and transportation costs in the form of food vouchers – conditional on going for circumcision – was acceptable, feasible, and effective in increasing VMMC uptake within a period of three months. However, participants offered lottery-based rewards for VMMC uptake were not significantly more likely to become circumcised than participants in a control group. This study adds to a small evidence base on effective demand creation strategies for male circumcision in Sub-Saharan Africa. The strengths of this study include a randomised controlled trial design, the development of an intervention based on prior research on barriers to VMMC uptake and extensive consultation with
stakeholders, collaboration with the largest VMMC service delivery organisation in Kenya, careful monitoring of the primary outcome of VMMC uptake and a qualitative analysis that helps interpret the trial results.

The finding that providing a fixed amount of compensation significantly increased VMMC uptake is highly consistent with results from a previous RCT that we conducted in the same region of Kenya (Thirumurthy et al. 2014). In that study, providing compensation of about US$8.75 and US$15 led to significantly higher VMMC uptake among 25- to 49-year-old men. Moreover, VMMC uptake in the two study groups that received US$8.75 and US$15 in compensation (6.6 per cent and 9.0 per cent, respectively) was highly comparable to the VMMC uptake among men offered US$12.50 in this study (8.4 per cent). This study therefore provides further evidence that there are economic barriers to VMMC uptake for men above the age of 21 years and that the provision of small amounts of compensation may be an effective strategy for increasing circumcision prevalence in this segment of the population.

The amount of time that participants were offered compensation if they became circumcised was also one month longer in this study compared to the previous one we conducted in the study area (three months instead of two months). The finding that VMMC uptake in the fixed compensation groups was comparable across studies suggests that a longer incentive period is not necessarily likely to yield considerably higher VMMC uptake.

Another important finding from this study is that lottery-based rewards did not lead to a significant increase in VMMC uptake among study participants. Moreover, the effect of providing fixed compensation was also significantly higher than the effect of the lottery-based rewards. This noteworthy result is partially at odds with some of the theoretical rationale for using lottery-based rewards, but it is also consistent with findings from another recent study conducted in the United Kingdom that made a similar comparison of lotteries to vouchers, in this case to promote chlamydia screening among 18- to 24-year-old students (Niza et al. 2014). The findings from that study also indicated that fixed vouchers (worth £5) were significantly more effective in increasing screening than lottery-based rewards. Very few studies in Sub-Saharan Africa have rigorously evaluated lottery-based rewards to promote health behaviours. One study conducted in Lesotho has reported preliminary results that such an intervention is effective in encouraging individuals to remain HIV-uninfected (Bjorkman-Nyqvist et al. 2013), but further testing of lottery-based rewards as well as additional consideration of the design of such interventions is needed.

There are several candidate explanations for why the lottery-based rewards did not lead to significantly higher VMMC uptake. First and foremost is the possibility that the prospect of lost wages for several days may have been a barrier to VMMC uptake. The lottery-based rewards intervention did not address this economic barrier in a significant way, and this may explain why it did not promote VMMC uptake in the way that the provision of fixed compensation did. Qualitative interviews with participants in the lottery-based rewards group as well as baseline data on barriers to VMMC provide support for this explanation. A second explanation for the study findings stems from the possibility that participants were in fact quite risk averse and as such, in accordance with expected utility
theory, the lottery-based rewards did not appeal to them as much as interventions that provided them compensation with certainty. A third explanation may be that participants felt the lottery prizes were not attractive enough – perhaps due the low probability of winning prizes or due to the prizes being insufficiently high in value. It may have also been the case that study participants did not adequately trust that lottery-based prizes would be awarded. While this was not a strong suggestion from the qualitative interviews, the lack of promotion and public disclosure of the lottery-based rewards intervention may have limited the intervention’s effectiveness (such a limitation would be less likely if the intervention were implemented at scale and with greater communication in communities).

Importantly, this study is among the first to assess the efficacy of economic interventions – such as compensation provision and lottery-based rewards, as well as incentives more generally – to promote HIV-related health behaviours in resource-limited settings. Economic interventions have previously been used to promote various health and education behaviours, and recently the use of CCTs for school attendance has also been shown to reduce HIV and STI prevalence (Baird et al. 2012). However, while there is growing interest in learning whether interventions such as incentives or compensation can be used to promote HIV-related behaviours such the uptake of HIV testing, linkage to HIV care, and retention in the PMTCT and HIV care cascade, evidence from randomised trials has been relatively limited (Lee et al. 2013; Thornton 2008; Bjorkman-Nyqvist et al. 2013; Operario et al. 2013; de Walque et al. 2012). The results from this study illustrate how economic compensation can be used to modify HIV-related health behaviours and promote HIV prevention objectives.

The levels of circumcision uptake observed in this study also underscore that compensation provision alone is insufficient for achieving high circumcision uptake among currently uncircumcised men. Particularly in Kenya, where circumcision prevalence is high, those who are uncircumcised represent the ‘hardest to reach’ segments of the population. While some study participants may have chosen to undergo circumcision if the intervention remained active for longer than three months or if compensation amounts were slightly higher, it is also likely that other important barriers may explain limited VMMC uptake. Compensation provision can be a low-cost demand creation strategy that is highly cost-effective and addresses barriers for some men, but combining this intervention with other demand creation interventions may hold even greater promise.

9. Actionable findings for policy, implementation and research

From a programmatic standpoint, our results suggest that offering compensation to VMMC clients is a strategy worth consideration in order to achieve greater uptake of VMMC services among men above the age of 21 years in Kenya. There is growing evidence – from Kenya and other countries in Sub-Saharan Africa – that economic factors such as lost wages and opportunity costs of time are among the important barriers to VMMC uptake, particularly for men in age groups that are likely to be employed in the formal or informal sector.

Among the appealing features of the demand creation strategy we implemented and evaluated is that the primary costs of the interventions would only be incurred if and when circumcisions are performed, and that the intervention was very cost-effective. This is
advantageous when considering that the compensation amounts represent the largest portion of the costs associated with the intervention. The costs of the intervention will also be further absorbed by efficiency gains that could be achieved if demand is higher and staff are not under-utilized. Given that the incremental cost-effectiveness of the intervention that provided fixed compensation to clients was US$22.50 per person circumcised, the intervention is likely to be highly cost-effective since every 5–15 circumcisions are projected to avert an HIV infection (Njeuhmeli et al. 2011). Moreover, from the standpoint of sustainability, an advantage of this intervention is that it is for a one-time behaviour of VMMC uptake rather than recurring health behaviour.

Several ethical considerations must also be taken into account when using economic interventions to promote a health behaviour such as male circumcision, particularly on a larger scale. Paramount among these is the concern that compensation and lottery-based rewards may be inducements that compromise individual autonomy. There are several reasons why the conditional economic compensation used in this study may not be ethically problematic and may even promote individual autonomy. First, the modest amounts we used compensated participants for costs they would likely incur as a result of becoming circumcised – a finding that was verified by participants' baseline reports of their daily earnings and in-depth interviews. Therefore, the incentives reduced costs to circumcision clients rather than offer disproportionately large benefits. Second, in-depth interviews suggested that the incentives 'nudged' participants towards undertaking a health decision they already favoured. Such an effect of the intervention is consistent with models of decision-making in behavioural economics and other incentive-based studies (O'Donoghue & Rabin 1999; Loewenstein et al. 2007; Volpp et al. 2009; Volpp et al. 2008a). Third, in light of the public health externality benefits of male circumcision, the provision of modest incentives in this case has a more compelling rationale than it would for behaviours with no externality benefits. A favourable overall ethical assessment of our intervention is also consistent with the recent perspective offered by the Ethics Working Group of the HIV Prevention Trials Network (London et al. 2012).

Several features of the interventions we tested in this study can be modified when considering their implementation on a larger scale. The interventions we implemented required establishing agreements with a network of shops in the study area where the food vouchers would be valid. This can be feasible for other VMMC programmes with an established presence in their regions as well. However, scaling-up an intervention using food vouchers could be challenging if VMMC programmes are not well-established; even otherwise, establishing agreements with shopkeepers could be costly, time consuming, or subject to mismanagement. Offering alternative forms of conditional economic compensation (whether cash or non-cash, mobile money, etc.) could be solutions to any problems that may arise with food voucher-based compensation. This study also did not compare the effect of providing compensation in form of food vouchers instead of cash; the latter may or may not have had a larger impact on VMMC uptake and as such could be an important question to answer before choosing a mode of compensation. Finally, the inter-personal contact between participants and RAs at the time of study enrolment is not necessary when implementing compensation interventions at scale. Instead, the interventions could be promoted via other forms of communication such as mass media or facility- and community-based events.
Further testing of economic interventions in areas outside Kenya can be important for establishing the generalizability of the results found in this study. To the extent that economic barriers to VMMC uptake exist for at least some men, the results from this study ought to apply in other settings as well. However, it is possible that other barriers to VMMC uptake such as cultural factors are more prominent elsewhere, which would mean that providing compensation alone may not be as effective. Given the results from this study and another related study conducted in Kenya (Thirumurthy et al. 2014) – as well as results from other ongoing and recently completed studies of promising demand creation interventions – there is considerable potential for accelerating the scale-up for male circumcision in eastern and southern Africa. Continued dialog between researchers, national governments, donor organisations, as well as community leaders and other stakeholders is essential for realizing this potential.

**Figure 4: Study flowchart**
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Appendix A: Sample design

We randomly selected seven sub-locations in Greater Nyando District. Trained RAs enumerated the study sub-locations and immediately enrolled eligible males between 28 April 2014 and 10 September 2014. RAs recruited men who met the following eligibility criteria: self-reported age between 21–39 years, self-reported to be uncircumcised, and no intention to leave study area in next four months. Every household in villages within the study sub-locations was visited by an RA. In households with multiple eligible men, only one eligible man was selected (with each one having an equal chance of being selected).

A total of 4,663 households were enumerated, 911 of which were eligible for enrolment and randomised to the three study groups (figure 4). Among the 3,752 households that were not eligible, reasons for exclusion varied; 1,182 had no resident adult male, 1,050 had a resident adult male – but he reported already being circumcised – and 894 resident adult males did not meet self-reported age criteria. Other reasons for non-enrolment included difficulty locating men at home (n=250), planning on moving within the study period (n=196) and being busy or declining to participate (n=9).
Appendix B: Survey instruments

Please see separate document.
Appendix C: Pre-analysis plan

The primary aim of this study is to measure the difference in uptake of male circumcision in the two intervention groups, compared to each other and to the control group. If characteristics of the control and two intervention groups are similar, then t-tests can be used to compare the proportion of men in each group who uptake VMMC and to test for significant differences. We will also use logistic regression models to estimate the effect of each intervention on VMMC uptake after adjusting for baseline characteristics. The purpose of the regression analyses will be to test whether the interventions have any effect even after controlling for other variables. We will also conduct additional regression analyses to test whether men with high risk behaviours at baseline who are allocated the lottery-based rewards are more likely to uptake VMMC. Since baseline data collection will be conducted using tablet computers and VMMC uptake data will be transmitted regularly, we will be in a position to report preliminary results soon after the end of the data collection period.
Appendix D: Sample size and power calculations

Power calculations were performed using the *sampsi* command in Stata version 12.1. Power calculations indicated that with a sample size of 300 per study group and 2 per cent VMMC uptake in the control group, there would be 90 per cent power to detect a difference in uptake as small as 7 percentage points and 80 per cent power to detect a difference in uptake as small as 6 percentage points. Based on results from the previous study we conducted in the study area, 2 per cent uptake within a short period of time in the control group was considered to be realistic.
## Appendix E: Descriptive statistics

### Table A-1: Baseline characteristics of study participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study group</th>
<th>Control (n=299)</th>
<th>Fixed (n=308)</th>
<th>Lottery (n=302)</th>
<th>Full sample (n=909)</th>
<th>P-value**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (SD)</td>
<td>28.9 (5.4)</td>
<td>29.1 (6)</td>
<td>29.2 (6.2)</td>
<td>29 (5.9)</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wealth based on asset index*, mean (SD)</td>
<td>3 (1.6)</td>
<td>2.8 (1.5)</td>
<td>2.8 (1.5)</td>
<td>2.9 (1.5)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily earnings (US$), median (IQR)</td>
<td>4.4 (2.9-6.3)</td>
<td>3.8 (2.5-6.3)</td>
<td>3.8 (2.5-6.3)</td>
<td>3.8 (2.5-6.3)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some primary education or none, No. (%)</td>
<td>71 (24)</td>
<td>73 (24)</td>
<td>80 (26)</td>
<td>224 (25)</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed primary education, No. (%)</td>
<td>88 (29)</td>
<td>118 (38)</td>
<td>102 (34)</td>
<td>308 (34)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some secondary education, No. (%)</td>
<td>57 (19)</td>
<td>42 (14)</td>
<td>32 (11)</td>
<td>131 (14)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed secondary or greater, No. (%)</td>
<td>83 (28)</td>
<td>75 (24)</td>
<td>88 (29)</td>
<td>246 (27)</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married, No. (%)</td>
<td>183 (61)</td>
<td>167 (54)</td>
<td>191 (63)</td>
<td>541 (60)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luo ethnicity, No. (%)</td>
<td>299 (100)</td>
<td>306 (99)</td>
<td>301 (100)</td>
<td>906 (100)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * Wealth was measured using an asset index which was defined as the sum of affirmative responses to questions about ownership of 11 household items. ** Chi² test conducted for binary variables and ANOVA for continuous variables.
Table A-2: Attitudes related to demand for VMMC and self-reported sexual behaviour

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study group</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Fixed</th>
<th>Lottery</th>
<th>Full Sample</th>
<th>P-value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sexual risk behaviour</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have a primary sex partner, No. (%)</td>
<td>266 (91)</td>
<td>271 (89)</td>
<td>267 (90)</td>
<td>804 (90)</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had any other sex partner besides primary in past year, No. (%)</td>
<td>63 (22)</td>
<td>85 (28)</td>
<td>67 (22)</td>
<td>215 (24)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condom used at last intercourse, No. (%)</td>
<td>96 (33)</td>
<td>109 (36)</td>
<td>100 (34)</td>
<td>305 (34)</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-reported chance of having HIV</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High, No. (%)</td>
<td>31 (10)</td>
<td>41 (13)</td>
<td>26 (9)</td>
<td>98 (11)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate, No. (%)</td>
<td>77 (26)</td>
<td>80 (26)</td>
<td>83 (27)</td>
<td>240 (26)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low, No. (%)</td>
<td>98 (33)</td>
<td>104 (34)</td>
<td>111 (37)</td>
<td>313 (34)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No risk at all, No. (%)</td>
<td>59 (20)</td>
<td>44 (14)</td>
<td>40 (13)</td>
<td>143 (16)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV-infected, No. (%)</td>
<td>8 (3)</td>
<td>8 (3)</td>
<td>9 (3)</td>
<td>25 (3)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Circumcision knowledge</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chance of HIV reduced with circumcision, No. (%)</td>
<td>270 (90)</td>
<td>264 (86)</td>
<td>259 (86)</td>
<td>793 (87)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circumcised men less likely to get HIV, No. (%)</td>
<td>235 (83)</td>
<td>249 (87)</td>
<td>248 (89)</td>
<td>732 (86)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Likelihood of getting circumcised sometime in the future</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definitely yes, No. (%)</td>
<td>121 (41)</td>
<td>114 (39)</td>
<td>100 (35)</td>
<td>335 (38)</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maybe, No. (%)</td>
<td>155 (53)</td>
<td>162 (55)</td>
<td>160 (56)</td>
<td>477 (54)</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is unlikely, No. (%)</td>
<td>14 (5)</td>
<td>10 (3)</td>
<td>13 (5)</td>
<td>37 (4)</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definitely not, No. (%)</td>
<td>5 (2)</td>
<td>9 (3)</td>
<td>14 (5)</td>
<td>28 (3)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Likelihood of getting circumcised if given a food voucher for compensation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very likely, No. (%)</td>
<td>131 (45)</td>
<td>136 (45)</td>
<td>119 (41)</td>
<td>386 (44)</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat likely, No. (%)</td>
<td>126 (43)</td>
<td>129 (43)</td>
<td>127 (44)</td>
<td>382 (43)</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not very likely, No. (%)</td>
<td>34 (12)</td>
<td>38 (13)</td>
<td>43 (15)</td>
<td>115 (13)</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minimum amount needed for a food voucher to make:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most men get circumcised (US$), median (IQR)</td>
<td>25(15-38)</td>
<td>25(13-38)</td>
<td>25(18-44)</td>
<td>25(15-38)</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greatest concern about getting circumcised</td>
<td>Study group</td>
<td>Full Sample</td>
<td>P-value*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Lottery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of missed work, No. (%)</td>
<td>162 (60)</td>
<td>162 (57)</td>
<td>161 (56)</td>
<td>485 (58)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain, No. (%)</td>
<td>67 (25)</td>
<td>59 (21)</td>
<td>80 (28)</td>
<td>206 (25)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other concern, No. (%)</td>
<td>41 (15)</td>
<td>60 (21)</td>
<td>44 (15)</td>
<td>145 (17)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * Chi² test conducted for binary and ANOVA for continuous variables
**Appendix F: Results**

Table A-3: Effects of conditional economic compensation on VMMC uptake within two months

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study group</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Fixed</th>
<th>Lottery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circumcised, No. (%)</td>
<td>4 (1.3)</td>
<td>26 (8.4)</td>
<td>10 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Unadjusted***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OR</th>
<th>1 (Ref)</th>
<th>6.8</th>
<th>2.5</th>
<th>0.009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(2.3 - 19.7)</td>
<td>(0.8 - 8.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Adjusted**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OR</th>
<th>1 (Ref)</th>
<th>7.1</th>
<th>2.5</th>
<th>0.007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(2.4 - 20.8)</td>
<td>(0.8 - 8.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * Unadjusted model presents the results of a logistic regression of circumcision uptake on study group. ** Adjusted model represents the results of a logistic regression of uptake on study group as well as controls for age, wealth, education and marital status. *** Wald test of equality between fixed compensation group and lottery-based rewards group.
Appendix G: Cost data

Table A-4: Cost data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Fixed incentives</th>
<th>Lottery-based incentives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of male circumcisions in 3-month period</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of participants in study group</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projected # of male circumcisions if implemented in community of 1,000 uncircumcised men</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Costs
- Cost of setting up and maintaining voucher system for 3 months
  - 1 month of study coordinator time to visit shops routinely: $0, $500, $500
  - Personnel time for distributing incentives at facility (5% effort for 3 months): $45, $45
- Voucher costs: $0, $4, $2
- Incentive costs: $0, $1,050, $413
- Total costs: $0, $1,599, $959

Incremental cost-effectiveness
- Cost per additional male circumcision client: $22.50, $47.95
- Unit cost of printing vouchers: 0.05, 0.05
- Unit cost of incentive (expected value for lottery): $12.50, $12.50
Appendix H: .do files

Please see separate document.
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Low uptake of male circumcision remains a major challenge to scaling up voluntary medical male circumcision (VMMC) services and maximising its impact on HIV prevention in eastern and southern Africa. Building on insights from behavioural economics, this study evaluates whether providing compensation for opportunity costs of time and clinic transport costs or lottery-based rewards can increase VMMC uptake among men in Nyanza Province, Kenya. Results show that participants randomised to receive compensation had the highest VMMC uptake, followed by those receiving lottery-based rewards and those in the control group. The results are consistent with studies showing that small incentives can modify health behaviours. Testing economic interventions in other settings and applying them to other HIV behaviours can be useful for assessing the generalisability of the findings.